
Provence Explosion Box
Instructions No. 2512
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 10 Hours

What a surprise! When the recipient opens the box, the various compartments and layers unfold. The exploded box is a
wonderful gift idea, for example as a voucher. In this tutorial, we give you some inspiration on how to decorate the box
beautifully in the theme of lavender and Provence. With some real lavender flowers you can even make the box smell good!

The kraft paper explosion box comes with lots of little extras. The box contains 12 solid pockets, a small box that fits exactly in the middle and 12 decorative
elements in different shapes and sizes.

In our decoration example, we have selected various papers from the
scrapbook block, cut them to size and stuck them to the individual parts of
the explosion box using craft glue and 3D adhesive pads.

Decorative elements, lace ribbons, scatter pieces and miniatures can be
used as further accessories. These are also glued on as decorations with a
little craft glue. Using stencils and paint also gives a great effect.

In the middle of the box we have created a garden made of grass ribbon and
miniature elements as a special eye-catcher. For this, stick the grass ribbon
in the middle of the box and complete it with lavender flowers. The miniature
bicycle has been adapted to the Provence landscape with spray paint in
lavender. Stick the bicycle into the grass and decorate it with a handlebar
bucket painted white, lavender flowers and scatter pieces.

The exploded box makes a wonderful gift, as it also offers space for loving messages, personal photos, some money or a voucher.



Article number Article name Qty
120708 Painting sponge "Stippling Brush", set of 3 1
17908 Stencil "Mail for you" 1
18148 Stamperia "Glossy Gel", Transparent 1
18126 Stamperia "Cerantica"White 1
17821 Lasercut motifs "Provence" 1
18128 Stamperia "Glamour Paste"Sparkle White 1
18142 Stamperia "Colla Velo" 1
18119 Stamperia "Patina Anticante"Bronze 1
18143 Stamperia "Craft Glue" 1
13835 Bamboo cordWhite 1
450638 Marabu fix it adhesive spray, 150 ml 1
12152 VBS Craft exploding box 1
120272 VBS Napkin & Decoupage brush, set of 3 1
692748 VBS Mini garden set 1
692403 Miniature Bicycle 1
755276-31 edding 5200 "Permanentspray", silkmattLight Lavender 1
14389 Lavender natural blue 1
18110 Stamperia "Allegro Acrylic"Indian Turquoise 1
18101 Stamperia "Allegro Acrylic"White 1
18102 Stamperia "Allegro Acrylic"Ancient Pink 1
17841 Scrapbook block "Provence" 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/newsletter/
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